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	This book covers, in detail, the various aspects of dashboard creation and use, in IBM

	Cognos 10 BI.





	It includes detailed information and documentation about the tools available in IBM Cognos 10 BI to show users how to create dashboards and distribute them within an organization.





	Step-by-step practical recipes are included, well supported by screenshots, which makes the learning process easy, intuitive, and interesting.





	This book will enable novice IBM Cognos 10 BI users to understand and exploit, in depth, the features of the product, so that they can create professional-looking dashboards and follow best industry practices, at the same time.

	IBM Cognos 10 BI is the leader in the Gartner quadrant in terms of BI capabilities. There have been new features introduced with IBM Cognos 10 BI in terms of dashboards and BI. The book intends to highlight the latest and advanced dashboarding features introduced with IBM Cognos 10 BI.


	The book covers Business Insight and Business Insight Advanced in a comprehensive manner. It also covers best practices in terms of creating and distributing dashboards using IBM Cognos 10 BI, without which no BI solution would look presentable, usable and efficient.


	The book covers the new IBM Cognos 10 dashboarding capabilities in detail and a comprehensive manner.


	There whole content is divided in to step-by-step recipes, each of which covers a specific link in the whole chain of understanding and learning.


	Recipes are augmented with real steps and screenshots which nullify chances of error or misjudgement.


	These along with explanation, tips and information will help users to completely follow recipes and have a clear and concise understanding and will eventually enable them to use these in their own areas of interest.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Introducing IBM Cognos Business Insight
	
		Introducing IBM Cognos Business Insight Advanced
	
		Exploring and interacting with IBM Cognos Business Insight
	
		Exploring and interacting with IBM Cognos Business Insight Advanced
	
		Creating dashboards in IBM Cognos Business Insight and IBM Cognos Business Insight Advanced.
	
		Sharing and Collaborating Dashboards.



	Approach


	This book is written in the style of a cookbook, with emphasis on practical, step-by-step recipes augmented with real screenshots and little to no theory. This approach will help you follow each step, each link, and see the bigger picture.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a user with basic knowledge of Cognos BI (any version) and want to learn the advanced and latest dashboarding capabilities shipped with IBM Cognos BI, this book is for you.
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Mastering LinuxCRC Press, 2010

	Encouraging hands-on practice, Mastering Linux provides a comprehensive, up-to-date guide to Linux concepts, usage, and programming. Through a set of carefully selected topics and practical examples, the book imparts a sound understanding of operating system concepts and shows how to use Linux effectively.
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Design to Thrive: Creating Social Networks and Online Communities that LastMorgan Kaufmann, 2010

	Social networks and online communities are reshaping the way people communicate, both in their personal and professional lives. What makes some succeed and others fail? What draws a user in? What makes them join? What keeps them coming back? Entrepreneurs and businesses are turning to user experience practitioners to figure this out. Though...
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Adobe Photoshop CS3 A-Z: Tools and features illustrated ready referenceFocal Press, 2007
Find solutions quick with this accessible encyclopedic guide. Conveniently organized in a clear A-Z format, this illustrated ready reference covers every action you are likely to make as a photographer. Youll never want it far from your side while you work with Photoshop.

* Covers all of Photoshops mass of tools concisely in an...
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Design It!: From Programmer to Software Architect (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2017

	Don't engineer by coincidence-design it like you mean it! Filled with practical techniques, Design It! is the perfect introduction to software architecture for programmers who are ready to grow their design skills. Lead your team as a software architect, ask the right stakeholders the right questions, explore design options, and...
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Game Design for Teens (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004

	Now that you’ve come up with a great idea for a game, what do you do? We hope that this book will help you answer that question. Game design is a challenging task because it requires the understanding of art, programming, audio/sound, and business.And, even with all those bases covered, you need to be able to put it all down on paper in...
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The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders at All LevelsHarvard Business School, 2003
Whether challenged with taking on a startup, turning a business around, or inheriting a high-performing unit, a new leader's success or failure is determined within the first 90 days on the job.
 

In this hands-on guide, Michael Watkins, a noted expert on leadership transitions, offers proven strategies for moving successfully into a...
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